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Gross income (= Factor income + transfers)
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a) Cutting point one half from the average of disposable income for group 1 and 2
b) Cutting point twice the average of disposable income for groups 1 and 2
c) Cutting point one half from the average of disposable income for
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Labour Entrepreneurial Capital Transfer received Transfer paid
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Labour income Entrepreneurial income Capital income
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Disposable income in 1990









Disposable income divided by the mean in 1990
 Total  Group 1
 Group 2











Disposable income in 1993









Disposable income divided by the mean in 1993
 Total  Group 1
 Group 2











Disposable income in 1998








Disposable income divided by the mean in 1998
 Total  Group 1
 Group 2
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Labour Entrepreneurial Capital Net transfers
 1          2         3          4         5         6         7          8          9        10    
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Disposable income divided by the mean in 1990
 Total  Workers
 Pensioners  Unemployed
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Disposable income divided by the mean in 1993
 Total  Workers
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Disposable income divided by the mean in 1998
 Total  Workers
 Pensioners  Unemployed
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